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in the Summer or Spring. These Biriand Ai1ima1.KíngdOm5
prophesy in their intellectual system then go to the North or South
because they deal directly with and are under the influences of the GREAT
SERPENT of time. This Prophet must learn how to be influenced by this
same method, too prophesy coming world events in history.
THE SECOND WAY, is to go without the rules found in the book wars
Lord, no clan or Serpent time mathematical equations. There is
of the Lord, no cla
a training program that goes as follows:
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To live with nature, To study the spirits in oneself' and others, know the outcome
of them to their lives., To eat only of Plant life, To use the Sweat Lodge daily, No passion with woman physically or in the
mind, To meditate and pray to the CREATOR, GREAT SPIRIT all day and night, To make the Mind obey by: a) sitting and
standing in the same position for three days , b) to speak on the same subject for three days without repeating
 yourselg, Feel no pain, Do a good deed or act everyday, To study everything that is influenced by time.
You will receive your commission as a Prophet by those who have gone
through the above.
You now have overcome sex, personality powers, appetite for good
living and foods, ambition, leadership, fame, opinions of your family
You are aware of light, time, and spífts. You love everything you
see and touched and can even put love in food and the homes you pass.
There is another type of prophesy amomg the cìvilízedmeligíous
orders that is very common. To prophesy with spirits speaking through
the individual, which is very dangerous because unless you have been
trained as the Second type of Ancient Prophet, lying spirits do and will
speak through you.

